Chris __ has become one of the all-time greatest stand-up comics
1960s Comic Lenny __ was frequently in trouble for obscenity
Larry the __ Guy is known for his phrase "Git 'r done"
Bill __ has been a family-oriented comic for over 40 years
1970s and 80s comedian Richard __ was a leading stand-up comic
__ Silverman is known for joking about controversial subjects
George Carlin's "__ Dirty Words" was part of a Supreme Court case
Ron __ is known for smoking cigars and drinking scotch on stage
"Dice" Clay is known for his very profane routines
__ Goldthwait is known for his high-pitched, cracking voice
Bill Engvall was a member of the Blue __ Comedy tour
Bill Bellamy became popular after being on HBO's Def __ Jam
Margaret Cho is a successful __-American comedienne
Dan Aykroyd, Steve __, and many others were on Saturday Night Live
Eddie __ started as a stand-up comic and SNL regular
Rita __ was a dancer on Broadway before taking up comedy
On stage __ Wright uses a very deadpan voice delivery
__ started in vaudeville and was an early stand-up comic
Jerry __'s early TV shows often started with a stand-up routine
Elayne Boosler was the first female with a cable comedy show on __
Robin __ has been doing stand-up off and on for over 30 years
Dame Edna is the stage name of Barry Humphries from __
Jeff __ popularized the term "redneck" starting in 1993
If you sit in the front row to watch this comedian, wear a raincoat
Gilbert __ was the voice of Iago the parrot in Disney's Aladdin
Paula __ has been a panelist on Hollywood Squares
Rodney __ could never get any "respect"
Yakov Smirnoff came to the US from the __ __ in 1977
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